ProBusiness & mind programming - sample form: of course - on a “black market”,
Mind control options for an individual(this evolved from the past through so called psyExperiments):
“patients” memory is electronically erased after implantation, or it can be through
quantumTech(through wasp, when one sleeps,etc). Can you imagine - some call this 'electronic harassment'.

Options are set with

personally, I don't know no one that hasn't symptom of this “sport”. This is not totally everywhere - but they are shitting where
they can(it seems all in our small country are fully microchipped with proWBan), then “cancer” or other words are used to brainwash society/doctors/etc
Currently - this are crimes against humanity when mind programming is abused in such a way - eg (energy)world resources abuse. Some are at fake “top of the world”.

Implantation options
nano/micro metals or implants(this and some down can be both also through vaccines)
nano/micro chips implants(around 0.05mm on nerves,pro-wban wirelessBodyAreaNetwork style - basics are on wikipedia)
artificial organ preMicrochipped(so it's quickly changed/quickOperations(TM), later it can be easily controlled)
implantation of eyes(other head parts) - so that one can see whatever individual sees or for other things,
which is mostly used by artificial intelligence for feedbackPsyConditioning and other things
Wireless mind technology(mindTech) options - usually in combination with upper implantation options
commercial telecommunications(via cell/mobileTowers, tv, radio,satellites signals …, electrical wiriing and it's “dirty electricity”)
mostly of this goes for “undetectable” energy harvesting and opressions(they - antidepressives song) - a part of human farms
special telecommunications(custom telecomunications,custom satellites,etc)
psychotronics and/or quantum technology: many weird tricks that some can't explain, also alien abduction - which are
many times used for professional covert implantations - this is to redirect attention - so that some think aliens are to blame
Technology used to control WirelessMindTech
artificial intelligence - best ai is quite expensive,
there are also subOptions - eg basic brainwashing, neuroLinguisticProgramming(“voice hearers” - also ai learns through persons
feedback,thoughts,etc), opression/disabling, social isolation, reInforcedLearning to “fix” a person mind in a certain direction
or specific purpose(also what someone is used on a 'human farm' market, eg a bar tender, a food cooker, a sex slave, a
serial killer, a psychotherapists, criminal, a priest, etc etc - a part of psyConditioning, but this is nowadays mostly done right after
birth - inner psyConditioning through passiveForcing a baby to dream into a specific direction - this is probably why some cry)
manual - controls at home:
one can use this to make easily new custom psychological experiments when one has time(in reality - it's used for all kind
of crazyShit, one is literally someone's toy, so you can imagine what all proTerrorists do - eg monarchMindProgramming),
if a psyTrick is good one gets bonus if sold to mindControlBusinessCompany, maybe “nsa”/others)
States options - through one is controlled
physical(most people) - through life. Life or mind programming is not a problem - but it's abuse, eg some use this
services only so that they can play “infiltrated” amongst people kings and queens(or “cia agents/girls” who get's his/hers power
boosted and other around is depleted) - the safe total exploiting way - optionally others mind controlled - and because
such client of mind programming knows that - it's often abused for primitive games, then - there are 'broken hearts' everywhere
nonCommercial spiritual:
astral world(this are many times used for proTortures - eg CyberTorture), dreams, other dimensions, etc
Prefered usage of mind control - how one interacts in this world with other “patients”:
social “experiments”: ai alone can be a mediator for people or manual control can be used, eg “mental illness” and torturing
methods psyExperiments(can be via other dimensions,eg astral), if it's good it is selled to best buyer and psyTerrorists get a bonus
ideal energy harvesting/stealing/experiments(mostly abuse of world resources):
I bet sex(and sexualBrainwashing) was/is a lot used as a source of this experimentations
nonCommercialSpiritual:
mostly experiments/test with consciousness - trafficking/artificialProjection of consciousness(this were first eg life/death transitions
or the other way arround), testing new forms of life, new forms of brainwashing, new political systems making for “modern slaves”
nonCommercialSpiritual: used as an mindTool for re/building newWorld”Order” - the exotic way,
some places are built this way quickly and are usually 'out of this world'(heavenLikePlaces)
gravitation is for this 'unlocked' for spiritual slaves - this are meant to be abused life after life for such
purposses - like myself, some of us were trained many lifes for this and that, so psyExploitation is total
This options are probably available
to “highest rase” only, not available for “commercial” mc(mindControl):
nonCommercialSpiritual:
probably nonCommercialAstrology stuff, astral world(and other dimensions)
management(“death” system stuff and it's nonCommercialSpiritual illusions/effects), etc

Some probably make mindTech also at home, although not all abuse such tech for corruption/exploitations.

